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Exercise 1 

(a) Hundreds of miles of white sand lapped by clearest sea 

(b) Any three: trips in glass bottomed boats, snorkelling, wind surfing, undersea 

walks, diving, deep sea fishing, parasailing, speed boats rides, water skiing. 

(c) Rugby World Cup 10s tournament 

(d) All Blacks and the Italians All Stars 

(e) Anjalay Stadium 

(f) Grand Tennis Baie La Croisette 

(g) Surf skiing 

(h) www.mauritius365.mu 

                           [Total:10] 

Exercise 2 

(a) Aspects of one’s identity 

(b) - Humans are made up of chemicals just like food they eat 

- Health is achieved by the right chemicals to support body systems 

(c) Food eaten now can be viewed as adopting a certain moral or political stance 

(d) They communicate our identities (who we are) and characters 

(e) -    love for animals 

- Extremely health conscious 

(f) People may actually chose certain foods to portray a specific image of themselves or 

avoid other foods for fear of being judged.  

(g) Food is associated with certain meanings. 

(h) -     used as a communication tool 

- used to make judgments about persons personality 

- used to manage people’s perceptions about them 

(i) Meal order affected by companion or waiters judgemental gaze or companion 

(j) People associate food with certain meanings      

                          [Total:10] 
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Exercise 3 

PROFILE FORM 

SECTION A (Please complete this section in Block Capitals) 

Full Name: BENEDICTION SAMUEL MAcCARTHY 

Date and Place of Birth: 12 NOVEMBER 1977, HANOVER PARK, CAPE TOWN 

JOB: HEAD COACH, Cape Town CITY 

SECTION B (Small Letters):  

Crusaders: 

Successful 1998 – 99 season and most expensive SA player 

Stacey Manro 

Most expensive South African player 

SECTION C 

1. The sentence must be at least 12 and not more than 20 words and include a sense of 

growing up in violent place/ growing up in Hanover Park which was full of violence.  

2. The sentence must be at least 12 and not more than 20 words and include a sense of 

effort and dedication to everything he does. 

Section B Marking Criteria: 
 
2 marks: no fewer than 12 and no more than 20 words; proper sentence construction; correct 
spelling and punctuation; relevant context. 
 
1 mark: no fewer than 12 and no more than 20 words; proper sentence construction; 1-3 errors 
of punctuation and/or spelling that do not obscure meaning; relevant context. 
 
0 marks: more than 3 errors of punctuation and/or spelling: AND/OR irrelevant to context; 
AND/OR not a proper sentence; and/or fewer than 12 or more than 20 words.    
 
Absence of a full stop at the end should be considered as 1 punctuation error.   
Absence of an upper case letter at the beginning of the sentence should be considered as 1 
punctuation error.  
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Exercise 4 

Marking criteria  

 Correct responses only apply if they are placed under the correct sub-heading (as 
detailed below). 

 Award marks up to the maximum for each heading. 

 Add the correct answers to give a total out of 10. 

 Remember that this exercise is marked for content (reading), not language. 

 

Notable changes in post internet era 

 instant chats or email family, friends or pen pals across the globe 

 online dating made possible 

 international friendships made easy 

 people creating own personalised websites 

How wi-fi contributes to a better society 

 police use mobile devices to track mug shots and criminal records 

 social media use to fight crime 

Applications using wi-fi in hospitals and clinics 

 infusion pumps 

 oxygen monitoring devices 

 smart beds 

Wi-fi benefits to smart cities 

 data stored used to improve various industries and services 

 citizens gain access to online world whenever 

              [Total:10] 
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Exercise 5 

Advantages 

1. Decentralisation 

2. Make cross border payments easy 

3. Making transactions easy 

 

Disadvantages 

4. Cannot handle increased volumes of transactions 

5. Stores users’ public keys on public domain 

6. Alternative coins to replace it 

Marking Criteria for Language (up to 4 marks) 

 

0 marks: meaning obscure because of density of language errors and serious 
problems with expression / nothing of relevance 
 
1 mark: expression weak / reliance on lifting without discrimination  

2 marks: expression limited / some reliance on lifting from the original, but some 

sense of order 

3 marks: expression good, with attempts to group and sequence ideas in own words 

4 marks: expression very good; clear, orderly grouping and sequencing largely in own 

words. 

 

               [Total: 10] 


